Stalin: A Biography

Overthrowing the conventional image of
Stalin as an uneducated political
administrator inexplicably transformed into
a pathological killer, Robert Service
reveals a more complex and fascinating
story
behind
this
notorious
twentieth-century figure. Drawing on
unexplored
archives
and
personal
testimonies gathered from across Russia
and Georgia, this is the first full-scale
biography of the Soviet dictator in twenty
years.Service describes in unprecedented
detail the first half of Stalins life--his
childhood in Georgia as the son of a
violent, drunkard father and a devoted
mother; his education and religious
training; and his political activity as a
young revolutionary. No mere messenger
for Lenin, Stalin was a prominent activist
long before the Russian Revolution.
Equally compelling is the depiction of
Stalin as Soviet leader. Service recasts the
image of Stalin as unimpeded despot; his
control was not limitless. And his
conviction that enemies surrounded him
was not entirely unfounded.Stalin was not
just a vengeful dictator but also a man
fascinated by ideas and a voracious reader
of Marxist doctrine and Russian and
Georgian literature as well as an
internationalist committed to seeing Russia
assume a powerful role on the world stage.
In examining the multidimensional legacy
of Stalin, Service helps explain why later
would-be reformers--such as Khrushchev
and Gorbachev--found the Stalinist legacy
surprisingly hard to dislodge. Rather than
diminishing the horrors of Stalinism, this is
an account all the more disturbing for
presenting a believable human portrait.
Services lifetime engagement with Soviet
Russia has resulted in the most
comprehensive and compelling portrayal of
Stalin to date.
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Praise for the first edition: By far the best biography of Stalin is convincing and quite objective, andgives a plausible
and logical explanation ofBuy Stalin: A Biography First Edition by Edvard Radzinsky (ISBN: 9780340606193) from
Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligibleDrawing on a wealth of unexplored material available for the first time since the collapse of the former Soviet Union - Robert Services biography of Stalin is theFind
helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Stalin: A Biography at . Read honest and unbiased product reviews
from our users.The most authoritative and engrossing biography of the notorious dictator ever written. Josef Stalin
exercised supreme power in the Soviet Union from 1929 untilMore than fifty years after his death, Joseph Stalin
continues to excite both passion and interest. In many parts of the world, peoples attitudes to Stalin tell us a lotI am not
sure there is a widely accepted best biography of Stalin nowadays. The relatively brief period in the 1990s when
Western historians had some access On , the complex, disturbing story of Soviet Union dictator Joseph Stalin. Buy
Stalin by Robert Service from Waterstones today! Click and Collect from your Stalin: A Biography (Paperback). Robert
Service (author).Buy Stalin: A Political Biography (Galaxy Books) 2nd Revised edition by Isaac Deutscher (ISBN:
9780195002737) from Amazons Book Store. Everyday lowOverthrowing the conventional image of Stalin as an
uneducated political administrator inexplicably transformed into a pathological killer, Robert Service revealsA very
readable biography of Stalin that describes his entire life, from his beginnings in Georgia to the top of the Soviet Union.
His relationship to Lenin and other
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